Project Summary: NeTS: Small: Modeling IPv6 Adoption: A Measurement-driven
Computational Approach
Broad industry awareness of IPv4 address scarcity has driven widespread support for IPv6 in
most modern operating systems and network equipment, but even with years of encouragement
from regional address registries (RIRs), and government mandates, the actual uptake of IPv6 has
been disappointing. A vast ecosystem of software applications and devices still do not support
IPv6, and many technologies designed to support the transition add complexity and reduce performance and reliability. Further complicating the situation, the RIR communities have approved
policies that could have the unintended consequence of halting the adoption of IPv6 altogether.
Understandably then, there is a blinding lack of consensus on whether IPv6 will ever be widely
adopted by ISPs, leaving the broader Internet ecosystem with tremendous uncertainty and risk
in planning for the future. While some companies have avoided IPv6 deployment, others have
undertaken valiant efforts to be early adopters of IPv6, risking loss of their investment should
the transition ultimately fail. Given these daunting circumstances, even skeptics of our ability to
comprehend the dynamics of such a large and complex network as the Internet must consider the
utility of measurements to characterize factors affecting IPv6 deployment, and a model to inform
the actions of stakeholders in the transition to IPv6.
We propose a two-phase project to measure and computationally model the adoption of IPv6.
In the first phase we will extensively measure two phenomena in the current IP addressing ecosystem that may either cause and/or reflect IPv6 deployment decisions: market-based transfers of
IPv4 address blocks and deployment of Carrier Grade NATs (CGNs). The measurement phase
will deliver detailed characterizations of these emerging phenomena, and empirically ground the
second phase of our project: developing and applying a computational model that captures decision processes of key stakeholders, accounting for the impacts of costs, performance, address
markets, the availability of alternate solutions (e.g., CGNs), and geographic/political constraints
on IPv6 deployment decisions. We will use the model to explore the influence of several known
factors, individually and in combination, and perform predictive modeling of the impact of those
factors and decisions of Internet stakeholders on the state of overall IPv6 adoption.
Intellectual merit: The collected measurement data and quantitative and predictive nature of
the modeling effort will enable transformative research on the most important architectural transition thus far of the Internet. Existing models for studying IPv6 deployment ignore the reality that
in most organizations transition will occur incrementally — organizations will use IPv4, IPv6, and
private addresses simultaneously. Identifying key players and their range of actions, allowing for
incremental deployment of IPv6, accounting for cost and performance parameters that affect IPv6
deployment, and incorporating all these into a predictive model will be the innovative intellectual
contributions of this work. The collected measurement data and the predictive, computational
model will allow a study of what-if scenarios related to the roles of industry stakeholders as well
as regulators and policy makers, and guide these players toward achieving intended outcomes regarding IPv6 deployment, performance, and economics. Our modeling approach also establishes
a rigorous foundation for modeling the transition to any future Internet architecture.
Broader impact: We will broadly disseminate results of this project to the research community
via publications at conferences and journals, and to the operational and policy communities via
presentations to NANOG, RIRs, and the FCC. We will release all data and tools resulting from
this project, and provide accessible educational materials (e.g., slidesets, animations and videos).
The resulting data and analysis will provide much needed insights to network operators, governments, and Internet policy makers about the future of the global Internet.
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Project Description: Modeling IPv6 Adoption: A Measurement-driven Computational
Approach
1

Motivation

Broad industry awareness of IPv4 address scarcity has driven widespread support for IPv6 in
most modern operating systems and network equipment, but even with years of encouragement
from regional address registries (RIRs), and government mandates [90, 68], the actual uptake of
IPv6 on the global Internet has been disappointing. Native IPv6 accounts for less than 1% of Internet traffic [19, 69, 28] and fewer than 6% of clients accessing Google [40]. Contributing to these
bleak statistics is a vast ecosystem of software applications and devices, many of which still do
not support IPv6. While transition technologies exist that allow IPv4 and IPv6 hosts to communicate [94, 66, 65], they also add complexity, and decrease performance and reliability. Further
complicating the situation, the RIRs now permit IPv4 address holders to sell address allocations,
and hundreds of address block transfers have already occurred [74, 52, 71, 59]. Some companies,
including many incumbent network infrastructure providers, are adopting a different solution to
deal with the scarcity of globally unique addresses: Carrier Grade NATs (CGNs) – middleboxes
that allow ISPs to serve many customers behind a few public IP addresses. While there is evidence
that CGNs can hinder performance and break some applications [45], there are no large-scale empirical studies of their effects or implications for the ultimate deployment of IPv6.
Understandably then, there is a lack of consensus on whether IPv6 will ever be widely adopted
by ISPs, or what might trigger widespread adoption. Figure 1 shows exponential growth in the
number of ASes in the IPv6 global routing system
until 2012 [32], suggesting that IPv6 deployment
was finally accelerating [16]. However, after 2012
this growth slowed to linear, a baffling shift given
IANA’s exhaustion of IPv4 addresses in 2011 [39],
Figure 1: The number of ASes in the IPv4
which one would expect to accelerate adoption.
and IPv6 AS topologies over time. The exWith no way to predict the eventual outcome of
ponential growth of IPv6 has now slowed to
this transition, the broader Internet ecosystem, inlinear growth.
cluding content providers, consumer electronics
manufacturers, application software developers, and industries supporting network management
and security, bear tremendous uncertainty and risk in planning for the future.
In these daunting circumstances, even skeptics of our ability to understand the dynamics of
such a large and complex network as the Internet must consider the utility of measurements to
richly characterize factors affecting IPv6 deployment, and a model to inform the actions of stakeholders in the transition to IPv6. We propose to transform the research landscape in this space by
designing and applying a measurement-driven, quantitative, and predictive model of the IPv6 adoption
decision process of individual organizations. The model focuses on content and access providers
(the major stakeholders in the transition), accounts for the reality of incremental transition by organizations, and is cost-focused in that each player tries to minimize their costs of deploying IPv6 (or
not). Our model captures the presence of IPv4 address markets and accounts for capital overheads
and performance-related cost factors, which affect and are in turn affected by deployment decisions of individual networks. Figure 2 illustrates the model at a high-level, showing the interdependence between player actions and cost components. To generate realistic inputs to the model,
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our first research task is measurement-based characterization of two potential inhibitors of IPv6
adoption: IPv4 address transfer markets and CGN
deployment. Since the complexity of an organization’s decision process is likely to render this
model analytically intractable, we will use an
agent-based computational approach, treating each
organization as an independent selfish entity.
Why do we need such a model and what do
we hope to achieve by using it? First, given the
many factors that influence IPv6 adoption, we
need a quantitative method to estimate the relative impact of these factors on the eventual outFigure 2: Our model is framed by factors afcome, and hence to predict where investment is
fecting and affected by service provider delikely to have the most positive impact. For examcisions.
ple, which factor has a greater impact on the outcome assuming other factors are the same: the cost of buying IPv4 addresses, the cost of potential
IPv6 breakage (customer support overhead) or the cost due to CGN (capex, opex and customer
support overhead)? Should content providers provide content over IPv6, tolerating temporary
breakage or poor performance, because it will spur IPv6 adoption and lead to better performance
in the long term? Can a new entrant in the market induce a phase shift in IPv6 adoption dynamics?
Do entities that can significantly influence outcomes have certain properties, and if so what are
they? Is IPv4 address hoarding likely to sufficiently inhibit IPv6 adoption that Internet registries
should modify their policies regarding transfer markets (which incent hoarding by speculators)?
Should regulators mandate widespread IPv6 deployment? Without access to a modeling tool that
can predict long-term outcomes, entities must perform local, myopic, and incremental optimizations, and run the risk of being stuck in local maxima with respect to costs, performance or other
objectives.
Consistent with the goals of the NeTS solicitation (Core Area), our modeling effort seeks to improve our fundamental scientific understanding of large-scale complex, heterogeneous networks, in particular, naming and addressing architectures, routing, and economics in such networks. Our empirically
grounded model of IPv6 adoption will inform stakeholder decisions related to the IPv6 transition by predicting ther effects in quantitative terms, but also establish a rigorous foundation for
modeling the transition to any proposed future Internet architecture. The measurement component of the proposal will provide a compelling case study of the most challenging (thus far) core
architectural innovation to the Internet.

2

Background and related Work

Several measurement projects provide valuable data on of IPv6 adoption – end-user IPv6 capability [9, 40], topology and end-user performance [32, 21, 76], and dynamics of IPv4 allocation and
usage [47]. We will rely heavily on existing measurement efforts, and target new measurements to
fill gaps in existing data, specifically related to address transfers and Carrier Grade NAT (CGN)
prevalence and performance.
IPv4 Transfer Markets: Recognizing the continued need for IPv4 addresses after the IANA and
RIR supplies have exhausted, the RIR communities now allow intra-registry transfers of IPv4
addresses via a market mechanism, starting with RIPE NCC in December 2008 [83] and followed
2

by ARIN [5] in mid-2009 and APNIC [8] in early 2010. Documented transfer transactions are
steadily increasing in the RIPE and APNIC regions, although inter-registry transfers are currently
only authorized between ARIN and APNIC [11] (Figure 3). Transfer markets can extend the usable
life of IPv4, but they do not solve the fundamental address shortage problem, and carry significant
known risks [14, 15, 33, 57, 58, 27, 79]. Markets will likely cause further fragmentation of the
address space and larger IPv4 routing tables, or generate destabilizing speculation, hoarding, and
leasing behavior1 , on which RIR policies are unclear [77].
Mueller et al. [71] used published data on IPv4 transfers from 2009 to mid-2012 to find an increasing market for IPv4 addresses, with 89% of transferred addresses coming from legacy allocations (consistent with our own findings [59] described in Section 3.1). However, the same authors
also found that the time lag between transfer
and announcement is sometimes large [56],
suggesting that the RIR’s needs-based policies regarding transfers may not be enforcing
prompt usage. But address space holders, especially holders of legacy space who are not
under any contractual relationship with an
RIR, may not have to adhere to RIR transfer
policies; IPv4 address blocks may already be
changing hands without RIR knowledge. Inferring address transfer activity from the best
available data (Section 3.1) will inform ongoing debate on relative benefits and harms of
Figure 3: The number of reported transfers is
address markets, and empirically ground our
steadily increasing. The RIPE region, in particmodel of IPv6 adoption (Section 4).
ular shows the most growth.
Carrier Grade NATs (CGNs): To prolong the
life of their IP address allocations, many ISPs are deploying large-scale Carrier Grade NATs, which
translate between private IPv4 addresses assigned to customers, and public IPv4 addresses. One
CGN device can serve many customers, at the expense of endpoint addressability and potential performance degradation. There is extensive literature on NAT detection and traversal techniques [18, 37, 41, 55, 84, 54, 96, 93], but only a few (small-scale) measurement studies of the effects
of CGNs; the sparse literature on the topic suggests substantial performance penalties and even
application breakage induced by CGNs [6, 45].
Modeling IPv6 adoption: Modeling the diffusion of new products and technologies has been
well-studied in marketing literature, starting with product diffusion models of consumers who adopt
new technology based on expected utility gain [38, 13]. Many other researchers built on this work
(see [36] for an overview), modeling the effect of individual decision-making [42] and network
externalities [20, 35] on aggregate system dynamics. More recent work studied the role of converter
mechanisms that support co-existence of new and old technologies [25, 26, 50, 49]. Converters, e.g.,
IPv4-IPv6 tunnels and gateways, can either accelerate or inhibit the adoption of new technologies,
depending on converter efficiency [87]. Hovav et al. [43] applied a diffusion-based model to the
IPv4-IPv6 transition, which predicted that without external influence such as regulation, ISPs in
regions that are heavily invested in IPv4 (e.g., the U.S.) will avoid implementing IPv6, while ISPs
in lesser invested regions (e.g., India, Japan, and Europe) will lead IPv6 adoption, which largely
matches what we see in the real world. Nikkhah et al. [75] modeled the IPv6 adoption process as a
1

Brokers (e.g., [1]) offer short-term IP address leases
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two-sided market, where ISPs provide their end-users (and content providers) with connectivity
options (public IPv4, private IPv4 with CGN, or IPv6) at different prices. Analytically solving for
utility-maximizing decisions by end-users, they found that co-ordination among ISPs (in offering
IPv6 connectivity) is often essential to ensure IPv6 adoption.
Our proposed modeling work (Section 4) differs in four ways from previous research: 1) it captures the reality that networks are primarily cost-focused when faced with the transition to IPv6,
while previous work has assumed that deploying IPv6 is primarily motivated by some additional
utility; 2) it reflects the real-world challenges of incremental transition by organizations, while previous work has assumed that an organization transitions its entire infrastructure to IPv6 at once;
3) it is extremely data-driven, using measurement-based characterizations of address markets and
performance, and 4) we use a computational approach to solve the model, allowing us more realistic modeling than analytical approaches allow, and enabling investigationg of a wider variety of
what-if scenarios relating to IPv6 deployment than has ever been possible.

3

Task 1: Measure and characterize factors affecting IPv6 deployment

3.1 Characterizing IPv4 address transfer markets
A thriving market for IPv4 addresses is emerging [59, 71], with an unknown fraction of approved
transfers reported by the RIRs (Figure 3), and others happening “in the wild.” Analyzing the
public (reported) transfer market is straightforward, but we will explore three methods to infer
unreported transfers and leases.
3.1.1 Inferring unreported transfers and leases (“in the wild”)
We will use three sources of data to experiment with inferring unreported transfers: BGP, DNS,
and data-plane topology data.
1. Changes in BGP origin: A simple way to look for possible address transfers is to examine
changes in the AS originating a prefix into the global BGP routing table. However, such changes
could reflect other activities: infrastructure changes internal to an organization, traffic engineering, or transient prefix hijacks. Also, transfers from or to address space holders who let their
provider handle the BGP announcement (Provider Aggregatable or PA space) could mislead this
technique. We will improve our ability to filter out false positives without inducing false negatives, using the set of published transfers as validation data. We will use historical WHOIS data
(which CAIDA archives from each RIR) along with BGP data to identify non-BGP speaking organizations, and filter out apparent transfers due to normal PA address space behavior.
2. Changes in authoritative DNS information: Two fields of DNS information could suggest
a transfer has occurred. First, reverse DNS mappings are unlikely to change when an apparent transfer in BGP is due to reasons other than a transfer (e.g., a non-BGP speaker switching
providers), but they should change for legitimate transfers. We will compare reverse DNS mappings before and after an apparent transfer to confirm or refute it, although this information may
not be conclusive. Second, changes in the SOA record – which names the entity responsible for the
reverse DNS zone of the queried prefix – may indicate a transfer of the associated IP addresses.
CAIDA’s and ISC’s historical DNS data [22, 48] are limited in scope and frequency, so we recently
(October 2014) began more regular reverse DNS scanning of the routed IPv4 address space [23] to
support finer-grained inference of transfers.
3. Data-plane signatures: We will develop methods that exploit data-plane information to 1) filter
out false positives from the list of apparent transfers, and 2) detect transfers. In the first method we
4

will classify (manually and using RIR lists) true and false positive transfers generated by the BGP
based method (false positives could be due to merger & acquisition, non-BGP speakers changing
their upstream provider, non-BGP speaker acquiring an AS number, etc.). We will use IP-level path
measurements from Ark monitors toward these prefixes before and after the apparent transfer
to reveal topological signatures for both transferred and non-transferred prefixes. For example, if
we observe no common sequence of networks on the paths toward a prefix before and after the
transfer, but observe a common ingress point into the prefix (the first IP address in the destination
prefix), this combination indicates a non-BGP speaker changing upstream providers, i.e., not a
transfer. But lack of a common ingress point suggests a prefix transfer. We will define other pathbased heuristics to filter false positives from the list of apparent transfers, and also to identify
transfers based on collected path information. Our second approach is to use RTT measurements
from Ark monitors toward IP addresses in apparent transferred prefixes as a form of constraintbased geolocation [92, 10, 51, 34, 81], assuming that large changes in inferred geographical location of
prefixes may suggest a transfer or leasing event. To support this analysis, we will establish regular
(every month or quarter) and consistent RTT and topology measurements from Ark monitors
toward each routed prefix.
3.1.2 Validation of detected transfers
We will use lists of published transfers from RIRs to validate and improve our techniques. We will
cross-validate the inferences from the techniques described above to increase confidence in our
inferences. We will regularly publish our list of inferred transfers online, and solicit ground truth
from involved parties in order to validate our methodology. CAIDA has a history of successful
interaction with operators, most notably through the AS-rank interface [24] for validation of AS
relationships. Our collaborators at RIPE NCC will help validate our inferences using their data.
3.1.3 Analyzing published and inferred transfers to inform our model
Quantitative characterization of the transfer market will help parameterize our model as well as
inform debate on several contentious policy questions about the market’s effects on IPv6 adoption:
1. Are IP addresses acquired to satisfy immediate need? Currently, RIRs try to enforce needsbased policies on transfers, suggesting that transferred prefixes would be advertised promptly. If
market-driven transfers [56] prevail, then long latencies to observable use of acquired IPv4 addresses might indicate hoarding. We will measure the latency between an address block transfer
and its appearance in global routing tables, and also measure the utilization of transferred address
blocks before and after the inferred transfer. Both metrics will indicate whether the market activity
is satisfying immediate needs.
2. Which organizations are involved in transfers? We will analyze which type of networks are
buying and selling IPv4 addresses, e.g., access providers, providers in developing regions, new
entrants vs. incumbents. We will also compare regional differences in address transfer behavior
with address scarcity and IPv6 adoption across regions [32, 9, 40].
3. How do prices of IP addresses evolve as the market grows? Sale prices of address blocks
are generally not published, although some have appeared in public records, e.g, bankruptcy
proceedings [74, 52], and IPv4 address brokers (e.g., [2]) publish offered prices of available address
blocks. We will periodically query broker websites for this information, and correlate prices with
the number of available addresses. We will use this data to characterize the demand-supply and
price characteristics of the IPv4 address market.
5

3.1.4 Preliminary results
We have undertaken an initial study of IPv4 address block transfers based on lists published by
the 3 largest RIRs [59], which revealed that 75% of transferred addresses come from legacy allocations, 85% of transferred address blocks appear in the routing table within six months of being
transferred, and transferred prefixes are generally more lightly utilized (between 1 and 4% utilization, as compared to 10% for other prefixes) before the transfer. These initial results suggest that
the market is thus far facilitating a healthy redistribution of address space, with little evidence of
hoarding. But the market is growing rapidly (Figure 3) and merits periodic examination.
We have experimented with the described BGP-based method to detect transfers and leases
but it is noisy, yielding hundreds of apparent transfers per month. We designed a set of 10 filters
to remove false positives, which for the interval we studied (2009-2013) reduced the number of
apparent transfers by 86% while still detecting all documented transfers observable in BGP data
(we published these first results in [59]). But 99.5% of the filtered apparent transfers were not in
the RIR-published lists, demonstrating the need for better BGP-based filters and techniques from
DNS or the data-plane to detect transfers.
We have also done a preliminary analysis of historical DNS data [22, 48] and its potential to
infer, confirm, or rule out transfers. We found that the use of reverse DNS mappings (looking for
changes in these mappings when they exist, which is for about 70% of /24 prefixes) reduced the
filtered set of apparent transfers by a further 50%. We also found that the SOA record revealed
ownership information for 90% of prefixes in CAIDA’s July 2012 ITDK [22] that have no reverse
mappings, and thus shows promise as an additional source of data. Our proposed reverse DNS
and SOA lookups of the entire routed space will help us develop these methods. We have used
IP path information continuously collected as part of CAIDA’s macroscopic topology project [22]
to develop topological signatures described previously (e.g, common sequence of networks before/after, and/or common ingress point into the transferred prefix); however, we were limited
by the randomized nature of Ark probing, where a prefix may not be probed by the same Ark
monitor before and after the transfer. Our proposed systematic probing of each prefix for IP path
and RTT information will help us develop the data-plane methods.
3.2 Characterizing Carrier Grade NAT (CGN) deployment and performance
We will develop methods to characterize CGN deployment and performance. Our measurements
will illuminate, and thereby enable our model to capture, two opaque aspects of the infrastructure:
who deploys CGN technology, and its potential to degrade performance for the user.
3.2.1 Developing methods to detect CGNs
Passive server-side method: We propose to use patterns of IP addresses appearing in system logs
of globally accessible services (e.g., speed tests, popular websites or Bittorrent) to infer whether
a network has deployed a CGN device. The frequency of observing a given IP address is a function of user behavior, popularity of the service, and configuration of the network hosting the IP
address, i.e, whether the network assigns static IP addresses, uses DHCP (which can change the
IP address frequently) or deploys a CGN (in which case many customers are using the same IP
address). The IP address statically assigned to a user is observed at the service when that user
runs the test, but an address on the public side of a CGN is observed whenever any user behind
the CGN runs the test. Our goal is to model the patterns by which IP addresses are observed in
various configuration scenarios.
6

We divide a measurement period T
(which could be several months) into N backto-back windows of length t (called detection
time windows, which could be one day, for instance), and let p be the probability that a user
accesses the service at least once in a window t. The service logs the IP address accessing it, which could be an address assigned
uniquely to a user (CPE) device or the public
address of a CGN device. The number of detection time windows in which an IP address
is logged (this number is between 0 and N)
in the measurement period T follows a Binomial distribution. The binomial probability is
Figure 4: Fraction f1 of IPs from a network that
different for the static, DHCP and CGN cases,
appear in a single detection window t (t = 1
but for each we can derive closed-form mathday) in a measurement period of T (T = 90
ematical expressions (we omit the details due
days), for different configuration scenarios. For
to space constraints).
0.001 < p < 0.01, the theoretical fraction f1 is sigThe next step is to derive a metric to infer
nificantly different for CGN and non-CGN netwhether a network has a CGN or non-CGN
works, and a threshold can be used to classify a
(DHCP or static) configuration, given the set
network given its measured value of f1 .
of IP addresses observed from that network
and associated statistics (number of detection time windows in which each IP address was observed). One plausible metric is the fraction f1 of IP addresses from a network that are observed
just once (i.e., in a single detection time window) over the measurement period T 2 . Intuitively,
we expect to observe IP addresses from the public side of a CGN device more frequently than
IP addresses statically allocated to a user, hence f1 should be lower for CGN networks than nonCGN networks. Figure 4 shows the theoretical value of f1 for for different configuration scenarios
(static, CGN with different compression factors, and DHCP with different lease durations), and
probability p. These theoretical values are computed using the binomial probability expressions
for each scenario. If p is very low (1e-05 in this example), then f1 is close to 1 for each scenario,
while if p is high (> 0.1 in this example), then f1 is close to zero for each scenario. However, for
intermediate values of p, (between 0.001 and 0.01), the theoretical value of f1 is significantly different for CGN and non-CGN networks, and we can use a simple threshold (e.g., 0.5) to differentiate
between static, CGN and DHCP configurations.
We will extend this model by investigating metrics and detection parameters (t and T ) that can
differentiate CGN from non-CGN networks when the probability of a user accessing the service
is high (e.g., the case of a popular website). We will also extend the model to include the case of
home NAT, where the same user may access a service from multiple devices in the home. Home
NAT will produce a similar address sharing effect as a CGN, but with fewer devices behind the
home NAT. We will apply this model to additional data sources available via Mlab (see attached
letter), the UCSD network telescope (after filtering spoofed traffic [29]), and data from bittorrent
crawls, and potentially data from a popular CDN.
Active client-side method: We are collaborating with researchers at the University Carlos III de
Madrid (see attached letter) on deploying active measurement tests to detect and characterize
2

We use f1 as a simple illustrative first step; we will investigate a broader range of statistics that can be used to
derive the required metric.
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CGN deployments in the wild. The technique (called NAT Revelio) uses a series of active measurements from CPE devices to infer the presence of a Carrier-Grade NAT in the ISP. NAT Revelio
first determines the Globally Routed Address (GRA) of the subscriber using a STUN [84] server.
It then attempts to ascertain where the translation to the GRA occurs: in the subscriber’s home
network or in the ISP access network, which requires identifying the boundary between the home
network and access ISP network (challenging due to frequent use of non-standard CPE configurations). Finally, the test uses traceroute to detect private or shared address space in the access
network, which is evidence of CGN presence. We are working with the FCC (see letter of collaboration) to deploy this test suite on thousands of vantage points from the FCC-SamKnows
deployment in the US. We will also modify the test suite to work on other active measurement
platforms such as Bismark [89], Ark [98], and RIPE Atlas [82], and package the test suite as a tool
to run on the Mlab infrastructure. The active and passive measurement techniques are complementary; the active method provides an inference per host, while the passive method estimates the
scope of CGN deployment in an ISP.
3.2.2 Validating our inferences of CGN deployments in the wild
We will adopt a multi-pronged approach to validate our inferences of CGN deployments. The
FCC and SamKnows will help us directly validate the active client-side measurements. To validate
our passive inferences we will contact network operators using their contacts from WHOIS and
peeringDB [3], and include our inferences on CAIDA’s AS-rank website [24] for feedback. We will
explore further validation using: (1) DNS data; (2) BitTorrent data; and (3) alias resolution tools.
We will perform reverse DNS lookups on all IPs passively observed from networks which we infer
to deploy CGNs, and search the hostnames for strings indicative of CGN deployment (e.g., “CGN”
“NAT”). From Bittorrent tracker crawls we will extract the number of torrents per IP address for
networks in both (inferred) CGN and non-CGN sets. On CGN-enabled networks, the number of
torrents associated with an IP will exceed the number of torrents shared by a typical user, since
many users are sharing the same IP address. Finally, we will experiment with alias resolution
tools [53] on IP addresses observed from inferred CGN and non-CGN networks. IP addresses from
non-CGN networks should represent unique CPE devices (i.e., none of them should be aliases),
while two IP addresses from the public side of the same CGN device should be inferred as aliases.
3.2.3 Characterizing the prevalence, evolution, and performance impacts of CGNs
Several datasets we will use or generate in the course of CGN detection are available historically
and continually, allowing us to analyze trends in types of networks (small/large access providers,
mobile/wireline providers, incumbents/new entrants) deploying CGNs. Do some geographic
regions tend to favor CGN deployment over IPv6? To ascertain whether CGN technology significantly degrades performance, we will use Mlab data gathered by the NDT and Mobiperf tools [67],
and measure and compare performance characteristics such as delay, jitter, loss rate, and throughput from Ark and RIPE Atlas vantage points behind and not behind CGNs. A statistically significant difference is evidence that CGNs could be degrading performance. To measure the impact
of CGNs on application breakage, we will extend the active measurement technique to simulate
the behavior of applications (e.g., Xbox, peer-to-peer applications, and Netflix streaming). We will
deploy this measurement suite on the Mlab infrastructure as well as on Bismark, FCC-Samknows,
and Ark. These tests along with our inferences of CGN deployments will form the basis of a
large-scale measurement study of application breakage due to CGNs.
8

3.2.4 Preliminary results
We have applied the passive CGN detection method to 4 years of historical data (from 2010-2014)
from Measurement Lab (Mlab) which consists of performance tests (e.g., NDT and Mobiperf),
where the probability p of a user running a Mlab test in a time window of t=1 day is low enough
to distinguish CGN from non-CGN cases (The vertical line in Figure 4 shows p extracted from
Mlab data). From a sample of 1400 networks from which we observed enough Mlab tests to
make an inference, our method inferred that 99 networks had deployed CGNs. We obtained
limited validation of our inferences using reverse DNS names and bittorrent data. Our results
indicate that the number of CGN deployments is increasing over time, with 7% of the measured
networks inferred to have currently deployed a CGN. Only 2 out of 99 inferred CGN networks
had acquired address space on the (documented) address market, while only 9% of those networks
were observed in the IPv6 AS topology; i.e., networks are using CGN as an alternative to buying
IPv4 addresses or deploying IPv6.

4

Task 2: Design, implement and apply a computational model of IPv6 adoption

Our second task is to develop a model to reason about the impact of a number of factors (two of
which we have proposed to measure and characterize in Task 1) on IPv6 adoption. A computational model of the decision process of an organization in deploying IPv6 has at least four modeling challenges: realistically representing players (agents) and their possible actions, capturing the
costs of operating IPv4 and/or IPv6 infrastructure, formalizing and efficiently executing decisions
of agents, and identifying an equilibrium. We explain how the model addresses these challenges
(Section 4.1), how we will parameterize, implement, and validate the model (Section 4.2), and how
we will use it to study real world questions about the future of the Internet (Section 4.3).
4.1 Preliminary (simplified) model description
Active players: Content and access (including mobile) providers – the major stakeholders in the
IPv6 transition – are the active (decision-making) players in our model; transit providers (most of
whom have already deployed IPv6 [32]) will be passive players. Access providers earn revenues
from their customers, while content providers earn revenue based on the number of end-users that
access their content. Enterprises and universities are access providers since their users implicitly
or explicitly pay for Internet access at those organizations. We model the number of end-users that
each access provider serves, and the popularity of each content provider that end-users access.
Granularity: It is critical to model the ability for organizations to incrementally deploy IPv6, so
we consider IPv6 deployment at the granularity of individual customers, i.e., end-user devices that
need IP addresses. In the case of wired broadband, a CPE device corresponds to a single instance
of an IP addressing need. An access network will have a set of customer devices numbered in
different ways. We define device classes based on the nature of addresses used to number those
devices, i.e., public IPv4 address, NAT IPv4 address, only IPv6 address, dual-stacked with a NAT
IPv4 address, or dual-stacked with a public IPv4 address.
Costs associated with IPv4 or IPv6: We describe our initial approach to modeling the costs associated with IPv6 deployment or satisfying addressing needs with IPv4-based technologies. Section 4.2 describes how we will ground the following cost functions in empirical data.
Cost of purchasing IPv4 addresses on the market: We model the presence of IPv4 address transfer
markets as a way for networks to satisfy their network growth requirements. We assume that the
cost of acquiring IPv6 addresses is zero.
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CGN capital overhead and breakage cost: CGN deployment requires capex and opex (the cost of
purchasing and operating equipment), which we term capital overhead. We also model a breakage
probability to capture any poor performance and/or application breakage when accessing certain
services from behind a CGN.
IPv4-IPv6 translation capital overhead and breakage cost: Customers with IPv6 addresses will require
translation to communicate with IPv4-only content. As with the CGN cost, we model translation
costs as capital overhead (deploying translation equipment) plus breakage costs, based on the
breakage probability of transition technologies. Dual-stacked devices support both IPv4 and IPv6
by design, and thus incur no translation costs.
IPv6 capital overhead and breakage cost: We model IPv6 costs as the combination of capital overhead (new hardware, support, labor, etc.) and breakage, e.g., additional latency due to dual-stack
failover to IPv4 or poor performance over IPv6.
Total cost: The total cost for an access provider depends on the number of customers in different device classes, the capital overheads associated with those classes, and breakage probability
(which depends on the device classes of its customers and also of content providers). For an access
provider, breakage can result in loss of customers or additional expenses due to service requests
or support calls [45]. For a content provider, the total cost depends on its own state (IPv4 only or
dual-stacked), and any potential breakage due to clients from different device classes accessing its
content. For both access and content providers, we model the total cost as the fraction of revenue
lost due to capital overheads and breakage.
Decision Process: We model networks as selfish agents that attempt to minimize their costs, subject to external factors, i.e., a myopic best-response dynamic. Note that the utility function is
purely determined by costs.
1. Access provider decision process: The provider assigns IP addresses to customers in various device
classes to minimize total cost subject to the current market price of IPv4 addresses, and costs
related to breakage of CGN, translation technologies, or IPv6 issues. These costs depend on the
device classes of customers as well as content providers.
2. Content provider decision process: The provider has two options: make content available on IPv6
and IPv4, or just IPv4. At each iteration, the content provider chooses the configuration (either
IPv4-only or dual-stack) with the lowest estimated capital overhead plus breakage cost.
Finding the Equilibrium: As described above and shown in Figure 2, the decision process of a
network depends on a number of costs, which are in turn affected by the decisions networks make,
creating a dynamically evolving system. We will use an iterative approach to find the equilibrium
of this system, if one exists. At each iteration we select a network at random, and execute its
decision processes. After every move we recompute all external factors that may have changed
due to that player’s decision, and apply the following termination criterion: If every network has
had a chance to play, and none made any change, then the simulation ends.
Output metrics: The execution of an instance of the model (if it converges to an equilibrium),
will allow us to quantify IPv6 adoption both globally and within organizations, i.e., how many
networks of each type (content or access) deploy IPv6-capable infrastructure, and the fraction of
customers (globally and per access provider) that are IPv6-enabled, and to what extent transition
technologies are required for global communication.
Capturing evolution: The model described so far is static, because the set of players and the number of customers per access provider are constant. To capture evolution, we will execute this model
in rounds. In each round, the model keeps the set of players and customers constant as it computes
the equilibrium. At the end of a round, we change parameters, e.g., number, types, and popularity/size of networks, to capture different evolutionary scenarios. We then execute the model to its
next equilibrium. We can thus capture significant events in the evolution of this ecosystem (arrival
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of new players, growth of access providers) by computing a sequence of equilibria.
4.2 Refining, Implementing and Validating the Model
Parsimonious, yet realistic modeling: Modeling a system as complex and heterogeneous as the
Internet is a delicate balancing act between parsimony and realism. The goal of a model is not to
duplicate reality, but rather to capture the most important features of the real world and ignore
effects that are less likely to have a macroscopic impact. We will follow an iterative approach to
developing the model, adding (and removing) parameters, costs, and possible player actions from
the preliminary model. At each iteration of the model, we will test the impact of each parameter
using standard techniques from Design of Experiments (DoE) [70], and then remove parameters
with negligible impact on the final outputs. The PI has extensive experience in agent-based modeling [30, 31, 61, 62, 63, 64] using an iterative approach to model development.
Refining and empirically grounding parameters of the model: Our goal with parameterizing the
model is not to obtain the precise values of all parameters, but to enable an exploratory sweep of
the value space of these parameters to study how they individually and in combination influence
outcomes. For factors related to the IPv4 address market dynamics, we will use our characterization of the transfer market (Section 3.1). We will use data from our measurements of CGN
performance (Section 3.2) to estimate a realistic breakage probability for customers behind a CGN
or translation technologies. To parameterize IPv6 breakage, we will use existing measurements of
client-side IPv6 performance and breakage [9, 76, 32]. To compute loss of revenue from breakage
probabilities, we will use an approach similar to Howard [45], who estimated the cost of breakage
in relation to a customer’s broadband subscription fee. To estimate capital overhead (as a fraction
of revenue) due to CGN, translation technologies and IPv6, we will rely on our surveys (see below), and material published at operational venues [45, 44]. To obtain values for access network
growth, we will use SEC filings by public companies and surveys of global broadband penetration, growth, and market shares [88, 78, 17]. The agent-based nature of our model enables us to
restrict the set of actions allowed by players depending on their type. For example, we can restrict
purchase of IP addresses on the market, or CGN deployment, to only those types of networks that
we observe engaging in those behaviors (Section 3.1, 3.2). We can also assign players a geographic
region, and configure region-specific parameters based on our measurements.
Surveys: Various components of the model will benefit from input directly from network operators. We published a survey to various operational venues (NANOG, RIPE, etc.) in Spring 2012,
soliciting information from network operators such as: type of business, number of customers,
number of IPv4 and IPv6 addresses held, the fraction of addresses in different address classes,
size and overhead of CGN deployment, anticipated future address needs, and anticipated approach to satisfying those needs. We received responses from 65 network operators that yielded
insight into these parameters. For example, 50% of responses included purchasing addresses on
the market as an option, 12% included deploying CGN, while 58% included deploying IPv6 (The
full analysis of that survey is available as a technical report [60]). We will repeat this survey each
year of this project, refining the questions based on the responses we receive.
Implementing an agent-based simulation framework: As a design principle, the model sacrifices analytical tractability in favor of realism, so we must resort to simulations to determine the
equilibrium that results from a given parameterization. We have several design goals for this simulator. First, it must be scalable, allowing us to simulate an ecosystem that approaches the size of
the current Internet (approximately 50,000 networks). Second, it must be extremely efficient, since
we will need to sweep several parameter spaces. We will investigate the possibility of parallelizing components of the simulator, leveraging NSF-funded HPC resources at SDSC [85, 86]. Finally,
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the simulator must be extensible, allowing us to configure and parameterize what-if scenarios,
and refine the decision processes and other components of the model as we receive feedback from
the research and operational community.
Validating the model: Our model attempts to capture the optimal decision processes of individual
organizations. We do not expect each network to behave according to this model, nor that we can
use this model to predict whether a particular network will adopt IPv6. Instead, we will use the
model to predict macroscopic outcomes, e.g, IPv6 adoption by different classes of providers, similar to our previous work using agent-based modeling [30, 61, 62, 63, 64]. We will parameterize the
model with the best data we can obtain about distributions of network types and cost estimates.
We will then compute the equilibrium that the model produces, and whether the predicted IPv6
adoption by content and access providers is qualitatively similar to that seen in real data, based on
published studies of IPv6 adoption according to business type [32, 95]. The fine granularity of our
model will enable us to compare the fraction of end-users in different address classes as predicted
by our model with measurement data about users behind CGN (Section 3.2) and users with IPv6
capability [9, 40]. We will simulate well-known events in the past, such as the IPv6 launch day [4],
when hundreds of content providers switched on IPv6 capability, resulting in a large jump in IPv6
deployment in terms of IPv6-capable clients and IPv6 traffic. We will simulate this event by forcing
the largest content providers in the simulation to offer content over IPv6, and verify whether it is
able to reproduce the jump in IPv6 deployment that followed the launch day.
Convergence properties, equilibria, and “Out of equilibrium” analysis: An advantage of agentbased (as opposed to analytical) modeling is that it enables out of equilibrium analysis, i.e., studying the process by which an equilibrium (if it exists) is reached. Out of equilibrium analysis often
produces useful insights, e.g., identifying system trajectories that lead to inevitable equilibria (outcomes from which the system cannot escape), or the the ability of certain players making the “right
move at the right time” to significantly affect the eventual outcome. Agent-based simulations also
allow analysis of non-equilibria. When a simulation does not converge because the system oscillates among a set of states, we will study whether the oscillations are due to plausible real-world
effects or simulation artifacts, and the extent to which the effects are local or global, based on how
many players are involved in the oscillation. When an equilibrium exist, we will study its stability
by perturbing the system to see if it re-converges to the same equilibrium. Multiple equilibria are
possible in agent-based systems [12], and can depend on initial conditions or the playing sequence.
While equilibria can differ at the microscopic level (i.e., the states of individual networks may be
different across equilibria), the important question is whether the equilibria are qualitatively similar (in terms of macroscopic properties), since in that case we can make generalizable conclusions
about the overall outcome. Our previous agent-based simulation models [30, 61, 62, 63, 64] have
followed this approach and were successful in producing insights about macroscopic topology,
traffic flow, and economics in the Internet interdomain ecosystem (Section ??).
4.3 Implications of the modeling results for IPv6 adoption
The computational nature of our model will enable us to investigate “what-if” scenarios related
to IPv6 deployment, by quantifying the effect of various factors – individually or in combination
– and under what conditions such factors play a determinative role. Operators, standards bodies
and policy makers can use this model to optimize investments to achieve desirable outcomes. We
describe next a preliminary set of what-if scenarios we plan to evaluate in this work. We will
compare our results with those of previous analytical models [75, 50, 49], and examine the extent
to which factors not considered in previous studies reinforce or refute their conclusions.
Cost structures: We will systematically evaluate the relative impact of cost components – IPv4
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address costs, and breakage costs due to CGN, transition technologies, and IPv6 – and their combinations – on the resulting equilibrium. We will answer questions such as how much smaller the
IPv6 breakage cost must be relative to other costs, in order for widespread IPv6 deployment to
happen. These results will provide performance targets for network operators.
Content popularity: We will investigate what-if scenarios with various distributions of content
provider popularity and access provider size (number of subscribers), and the extent to which
skewed distributions of these variables can affect IPv6 adoption dynamics. Out-of-equilibrium
analysis will support inquiries such as: should popular content providers make content available over IPv6 – even if they suffer temporary breakage – with the expectation that it will foster
widespread IPv6 adoption and overall better performance in the future?
Address markets: We will model speculation and address hoarding, and their effects on resulting
equilibria. Does the IPv4 address market, if freed from needs-based policies, inhibit IPv6 adoption? Results from this scenario will inform the ongoing controversy over the risks and benefits of
address markets [56], and guide RIRs policies related to these markets.
Pressure from new entrants: We will simulate post-IPv4 exhaustion dynamics, i.e., when all new
networks must obtain IPv4 space on the address market, or deploy IPv6. This scenario is important with the emergence of mobile access providers, especially in emerging economies with
millions of customers. We will investigate at what point the growth of new IPv6-only networks
creates sufficient incentive for content providers and existing access networks to deploy IPv6 in
order to communicate with new entrants without using transition technologies. Results of this
scenario will guide new entrants in choosing between buying IPv4 addresses, deploying IPv6, or
using CGNs.
Evolutionary trends in costs and performance: We will implement scenarios in the model to
examine how trends in real-world costs and performance affect IPv6 deployment. The resulting
analysis will predict how IPv6 deployment is likely to evolve if different cost parameters continue
to evolve as they do now. To extend this analysis, we will experiment by changing those trends,
e.g., to simulate what would happen if IPv6 performance degrades or improves over time, or
CGNs become increasingly overloaded and cause performance degradation.
Regulation: One goal of our model is to investigate the conditions under which market forces
and cost structures alone are sufficient to drive IPv6 deployment. An absence of any marketbased scenario that leads to substantial IPv6 deployment in equilibrium will further support the
market failure argument [46] that some form of public sector intervention is necessary to achieve
global IPv6 deployment. We can also use the model to evaluate how specific regulation (e.g., by
region [80], or by network type) will likely affect the outcome.
4.4 Generalizing the model to other technology transitions
While the model as presented is IPv6-specific, the agent-based simulation approach is general,
and can be applied to other problem domains. For instance, there is significant recent interest in
the design of a new Internet architecture, e.g., [99, 91, 7, 97, 73]. Transitioning from the current
Internet architecture to a new one would face many of the same problems as the IPv4-to-IPv6
transition, e.g., lack of backward compatibility, possible breakage of applications running on the
new architecture, and investment required by stakeholders with no immediate benefits. We will
investigate how we or others can adapt and extend our model to other technology transitions,
with the NSF-funded future Internet architectures (FIA) as case studies [72].
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5

Curriculum Development

Graduate and undergraduate curricula in computer networking typically focus mostly on the
technical aspects of routing, addressing, and protocols/architectures, with little focus on economic
and policy aspects. Yet the IPv6 transition has stalled mostly for lack of economic or other incentives, e.g., policy directives. The PIs will use results of this project to introduce economic/policy
aspects underlying technology transitions into networking curricula.
We will create accessible educational materials (e.g., slidesets, animations, videos, and online
classroom modules) describing our latest understanding of IPv6 deployment and performance.
These educational materials as well as data and tools released over the course of this project can
be used in lectures and seminars on empirical and theoretical underpinnings of the Internet. We
will advertise these resources on the project web site and in relevant publications, conferences,
and workshops.
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